
Execu&ve Carryall 

1 ½ yards outer fabric 
2 ¼ yards lining fabric 
1 yard of contrast fabric for the straps, trim, binding, inner pocket, sleeve 
Quilt together 1 ½ yards using BOSAL In-r-foam. 

Bosal is the s+ffest of all types of foam and the bag turns out much be8er by using it. 

1-inch hardware 
 2-   1-inch swivel hooks 

1. 1-inch slider 
2. 1-inch D-rings or Triangle Rings 

Size 5 zippers.  
26 inches 
20 inches 
10 inches 

6 inches of VELCRO to match 

5 ½ yard 1-inch lightweight strapping 

12 X 20-inch piece of interfacing 

BEFORE CLASS 
Quilt outer fabric, foam and lining fabric together. (We are only using one quilted set for this class. All pieces will be cut 
out of the 1 ½ yards of quilted Please quilt with a medium density.  A few quil&ng lines will not hold up very well.  The 
more you quilt the s&ffer your bag will be, but please don’t make it bulletproof! 

Cut out all pieces, using your cuYng tags.  I have aZached tags for you, the YELLOW tags are quilted fabric.  Please pay 
aZen&on to your direc&onal fabric when cuYng. 
Cut out all of the GREEN tags using the contrast fabric.  
PINK tags are lining fabric. EXCEPT Inner Pocket G which is your choice. 
PLEASE DO NOT CUT THE BIAS BINDING, but DO cut a 20 ½ -inch square of lining fabric and aZach the label for it. 
Cut strapping to length 
59 inch, 41 inch (2), 18 ½ inch (2), 18 inch 

No&ons: 
wonder clips (much beZer than pins,) marking pens or pencils that will show up on your fabric and can be removed.  
Large safety pin, regular sewing supplies, thread to match the outer, lining and contrast fabrics,  

Bring all extra fabric to class please. 
Come prepared to have some fun and sew a lot!!!  
Bring your pa&ence and sense of humor along!!! 

Sheri 
  


